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Abstract
Non-communicable diseases (NCDs) cause 41 million preventable deaths each year,¹ approximately six times the number of people who have died from COVID-19 so far. The estimated economic loss resulting from the five most common NCDs is US$2 trillion annually,² more than the nominal GDP of most countries in the G20. With NCDs accounting for the leading causes of death in most G20 countries, the group has an imperative to do more to protect its populations from this problem. It also has the power to make a difference.

The interventions needed are clear—including cross-sectoral public policies to prevent NCDs, earlier diagnosis and treatment to improve patient outcomes, and healthcare system sustainability—but action has been slow. This policy brief considers the magnitude of the NCD problem, the threat it poses to the G20, and how G20 leadership can protect population health and economic development by acting on this issue.
The Challenge
The lack of prioritisation and investment in non-communicable diseases (NCDs) is allowing a silent crisis to undermine health and well-being, exacerbate inequities and poverty, and impede economic growth and development.

**Cost of underinvestment in NCDs is substantial**

Every two seconds a person dies prematurely from an NCD. NCDs are estimated to be responsible for nearly three-fourths of all deaths globally, killing 41 million people every year. In contrast, COVID-19 is thought to have caused 6.9 million deaths since the start of the pandemic. NCDs account for approximately 70 percent of all deaths per year in most G20 countries. About 40 percent of NCD deaths are premature (i.e., they occur before the age of 70) and the impact of losing individuals in their prime productive years reverberates across their families, societies, and economies. The burden of NCDs, which include cancer, cardiovascular disease (CVD), chronic respiratory diseases (CRD), diabetes, and mental illnesses goes beyond death, causing significant morbidity and disability as well. One-fifth of the world’s population is living with an NCD, and up to 94 percent of people who died from COVID-19 were living with NCDs. NCDs are considered among the greatest threats to the resiliency and sustainability of healthcare systems. The burden of NCDs extends beyond mortality, morbidity, and healthcare, also undermining economic growth and development. Treatment for and outcomes from the top five most common NCDs are estimated to cost over US$2 trillion annually, greater than the median of individual G20 country GDPs (see Figure 1). NCDs impede achievement of universal health coverage (UHC) by exacerbating inequities and driving catastrophic health expenditure. In low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) more than 60 percent of patients with cancer, cardiovascular disease, and stroke experience catastrophic health expenditure, and out of pocket (OOP) spending per visit is estimated to be twice as high for NCDs than for communicable diseases.
Underfunded healthcare systems struggle to adopt and deliver cost-effective interventions

NCDs are caused by a combination of genetic, physiological, environmental, and behavioural factors, many of which are preventable, treatable, or manageable. There is broad consensus and an extensive body of literature on cost-effective, feasible interventions that all countries can undertake to prevent and address the burden of NCDs (see Box 1). These interventions, endorsed by the World Health Organization (WHO), include 13 cross-sectoral public policies to reduce risk factors such as tobacco and alcohol use and promote healthy diets and physical activity, as well as clinical interventions delivered at the primary healthcare and hospital levels, such as the prevention, early screening, diagnosis, and treatment of cancers. Prioritising this set of NCD interventions this decade could avert 39 million deaths and yield US$2.7 trillion economic benefits, with benefits outweighing costs 19-to-1.
Box 1: NCD Best Buy Interventions

1. Excise taxes and prices on tobacco products
2. Plain/standardized packaging and/or large graphic health warnings on all tobacco packages
3. Comprehensive bans on tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship
4. Eliminate exposure to second-hand tobacco smoke in all indoor workplaces, public places and public transport
5. Effective mass-media campaigns that educate the public about the harms of smoking/tobacco use and second-hand smoke
6. Excise taxes on alcoholic beverages
7. Bans or comprehensive restrictions on exposure to alcohol advertising
8. Restrictions on the physical availability of alcohol in sales outlets
9. Reduce salt intake through reformulation of food products to contain less salt, and setting of maximum permitted levels for the amount of salt in food
10. Reduce salt intake through establishing a supportive environment in public institutions such as hospitals, schools, workplaces and nursing homes, to enable low-salt options to be provided
11. Reduce salt intake through behaviour change communication and mass-media campaigns
12. Reduce salt intake through implementation of front-of-pack labelling
13. Community-wide public education and awareness campaigns for physical activity, including mass-media campaigns combined with other community-based education, motivational and environmental programmes aimed at supporting behavioural change around physical-activity levels
14. Provide drug therapy (including glycaemic control for diabetes mellitus and control of hypertension using a total-risk approach) and counselling for individuals who have had a heart attack or stroke and for persons with high risk (≥ 30 %) of a fatal or non-fatal cardiovascular event in the next 10 years
15. Recommended vaccination of eligible populations
16. Prevention of cervical cancer by screening women aged 30 to 49 years, either through visual inspection with acetic acid linked with timely treatment of precancerous lesions; pap smear (cervical cytology) every 3 to 5 years, linked with timely treatment of precancerous lesions; human papillomavirus tests every 5 years, linked with timely treatment of precancerous lesions.

Several global policy commitments made through the UN High Level Meetings on UHC, the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and other platforms underscore the importance of addressing NCDs and set tangible, attainable goals.
includes target 3.4, which calls for the reduction of premature mortality from NCDs by one-third by 2030 through prevention and treatment, and target 3.8, which calls for UHC. Moreover, achieving SDG 3 and NCD targets can help stimulate progress towards other SDGs, including SDG 8 to promote decent work and economic growth and SDG 9 to foster innovation, and create further cyclical progress in health (i.e., a positive feedback loop). Yet progress towards these commitments is slow. For example, less than two-thirds of countries globally have breast and cervical cancer screening programmes, and those that do are reaching less than 50 percent of their target populations. Similarly, less than two-thirds of countries have early detection programmes or guidelines to strengthen early diagnosis of cancer symptoms at the primary healthcare level. Further, the COVID-19 pandemic has set back progress towards SDG 3. More than 40 percent of countries reported increased backlogs for screening, diagnosis, and treatment of cancers and other NCDs due to service disruptions during the pandemic. The impact of later detection and treatment (i.e., poorer health outcomes, higher costs, and resource utilisation) on already overstretched healthcare systems and communities will persist for decades.

How to sustainably invest in NCDs

The lack of funding for NCDs is unacceptable given the billions of people impacted. It is estimated that achieving SDG 3.4 worldwide requires US$140 billion in new spending over 2023 to 2030 (equivalent to US$18 billion per year). The WHO has estimated that an additional investment of just US$0.84 per person per year to cover the 16 most cost-effective interventions could greatly reduce the burden of NCDs in low- and lower-middle income countries. However, despite the link between NCDs and pandemic preparedness, health security, and economic development, efforts to secure investment for NCDs and the future health of communities and economies is falling short.

Data on public sector investment in NCDs is limited, and available data indicates that current levels of investment are insufficient. For example, in Australia, Japan, South Korea, and countries in Europe spending on prevention and public health is less than 3 percent of total health spending.
When governments fall short, individual patients carry the burden of paying for NCD services. Available data indicates that private or OOP spending is higher for NCD services at the primary care level than for areas such as infectious diseases and reproductive health. Global development assistance for health (DAH) also reflects the lack of prioritisation and funding for NCDs – ranging from just 0.6 percent to 1.6 percent of total DAH over the last three decades. Governments must ensure that the burden of paying for healthcare does not fall on individual patients and exacerbate inequities and poverty. They need to find ways to continue to increase investment in NCDs, accounting for a higher proportion of GDP and total government spending.
The G20’s Role
The G20 leadership is critical to accelerate collective action on the most pressing global health needs. The G20 leadership and action can shine a light on the significant underinvestment in NCDs and catalyse action in its member countries. Representing 70 percent of NCD deaths worldwide, the G20 can signal and encourage governments to take the following three critical actions:

**Prioritise investment in NCDs**

The G20 can encourage national recognition of NCDs as a political and fiscal priority that should be translated into robust national policies with secured funding. There is still much work to be done in establishing evidence-based policies, targets, and operational plans across the G20 member countries. For example, recent data from the WHO NCD Progress Monitor indicates that seven G20 countries still do not have any or only partial time-bound targets for NCDs to guide their national policies and plans, and 10 G20 countries still do not monitor all key risk factors for the four most common NCDs (including tobacco use, raised blood pressure and total cholesterol, overweight and obesity). Globally, implementation of WHO-recommended policies is stagnating with countries implementing less than 50 percent of policies to address NCDs as of 2021. While more countries have implemented policies to reduce tobacco use and salt consumption, there has been a decline in policies to address other risk factors and in the setting of national NCD policies with targets. Notably, India was the first country to develop specific national targets and indicators aimed at reducing the number of global premature deaths from NCDs by 25 percent by 2025. Countries across the European Union (EU) are currently developing or enhancing national policies, in part reflecting aspirations and guidance set by the EU Beating Cancer Plan (see Box 2). The G20 provides a platform for promoting the use of evidence-based targets (e.g., percentage of eligible population screened, percentage reduction in CVD burden) in national policies and action plans to track progress and demonstrate the impact of investment in NCDs over time.
Box 2: Robust policies to beat cancer in Italy

Italy is taking a comprehensive, multidisciplinary approach to prevent, detect, and treat cancer. Italy’s National Cancer Plan sets strategic objectives, indicators, and a process for monitoring progress. The plan also seeks to improve digitisation and finalise a national cancer registry to improve evidence-based decision making at the population and patient-level. The plan is being drafted with input from multi-sectoral stakeholders, including national and local governments, health care professionals, patients, and civil society, and is building on existing laws and funding to advance cancer prevention and care.

Secure sustainable and diversified sources of financing

G20 dialogue and commitment are paramount to increase and sustain financing for NCDs, from both public and private sector sources. As demonstrated by the G20’s efforts on COVID-19 recovery, pandemic preparedness, and climate finance, the G20 is uniquely positioned to successfully advance NCD financing through multi-sectoral dialogue and cooperation. The urgency for G20 countries to identify and allocate alternative funding to achieve UHC and to address NCDs was recognised during the G20 in Indonesia in 2022. It was also recognised that multi-stakeholder approaches, including government leaders, are key to achieving sustainable, innovative funding and access to healthcare, particularly given the complexity of and significant advancements in diagnosing and treating NCDs.

As noted above, several rigorous investment studies have been developed to inform both global and national funding decisions, yet insufficient awareness and prioritisation, a lack of clarity on current investments, and a need for more diverse and sustainable financing models to address budgetary pressures are impeding tangible investment. Shining a light on the lack of budgetary data and the importance of monitoring investment in NCDs is a significant first step in this journey to improve funding and financing for NCDs and an important role for the G20. This includes alignment on what and how to track public sector investment in NCDs through the system of national health accounts. The G20 countries can take lessons learned from the OECD’s Development Assistance Committee decision to implement new reporting codes to better track development assistance for NCDs. The ability to track investment coupled
with measurable targets and robust, comprehensive frameworks to evaluate the return on investment can help countries ensure they sustain smart investments in NCDs.

While there is no one-size-fits-all model for sustainable financing for NCDs, leading global and regional institutions have done substantial work to gather evidence and identify best practices on financing models that are sustainable and effective, including earmarking health taxes, enabling supplemental medical insurance (SMI), and testing innovative catalytic models, such as blended financing.

Several G20 member countries have already taken significant steps towards investing better and more in NCDs. For example, Italy’s Fund for Innovative Drugs is helping accelerate access to innovative therapies for cancer and other diseases while also assisting the government more predictably and sustainably manage its resources.

Similarly, the Fund to Fight Cancer established in the Brazilian State of Maranhão leverages novel sources of financing to expand and strengthen preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic services for cancer (see Box ).

To help achieve UHC, several countries in Asia are exploring the role of private health insurance as supplemental to public or national health insurance, and many are establishing policy frameworks to enable such models. For example, the Government of Indonesia has identified the potential use of health taxes to partially or fully fund SMI for cancer cares as one solution to overcome the current lack of funding for UHC from the National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS).

Box 3: An Innovative Approach to NCD Financing: The Fund to Fight Cancer in Maranhão, Brazil

In response to the high incidences of breast and cervical cancer and few screening facilities in Maranhão, local lawmakers established the Fund to Fight Cancer. The fund leverages funding from alcohol and tobacco taxes and can receive money from other public or private sources. It successfully increased investment in cancer from R$442 million to R$2 billion and increased the number of cancer screening sites in the state from one to six, greatly contributing to public health.
stakeholders, including the central and provincial government, universities, and researchers, are collaboratively exploring a demonstration project in West Java Province to finance effective and innovative cancer treatments in addition to NHIS funding by leveraging SMI. The G20 platform provides an opportunity for sharing best practices and promoting policies that enable diverse, sustainable financing.

Investment and action to reduce the burden of NCDs requires a multi-sectoral approach, both across government agencies and across external stakeholders, particularly to develop fiscal, transportation, and built environment policies that can mitigate key risk factors, which contribute to many NCDs. The G20 is well-positioned to bring together leaders from health, finance, pandemic preparedness, transportation, agriculture, education, energy, and development. G20 commitment also signals to global health institutions, bilateral agencies, multilateral development banks, and others providing technical or funding assistance, to prioritise NCDs, align with national plans, and improve investment models for NCDs.

**Improve efficient utilisation of funds and resources**

In addition to securing more funding for NCDs, G20 dialogue can also highlight how to improve the use of existing resources to deliver better health for money and enhance sustainability. For example, in Brazil, the city of Porto Alegre is collaborating with the City Cancer Challenge (C/Can) to optimise resources for the treatment of cancer patients. C/Can is working across many cities to develop ambassadors to champion better and improved financing for cancer prevention and care and bring new technical and funding partners together. Many countries, such as Mexico, are also leveraging digital technologies (e.g., smartphone tools, telemedicine) to monitor and care for those with NCDs, improving utilisation of resources and quality of care. Continuous monitoring and better use of digital data, telehealth services, and other innovations can help countries optimise resources to achieve the best health outcomes for NCDs.
Recommendations to the G20
DG target 3.4 calls for the reduction of premature mortality from NCDs by one-third by 2030 from 2015 levels, yet the WHO estimates that the annual rate of reduction thus far is just under 1 percent per year. Investing in NCD prevention and care is crucial as the world struggles to achieve SDG 3. It is estimated that implementing the WHO best buy interventions (see Appendix 1) will require an additional investment of US$18 billion globally and necessitate LMICs to spend 20 percent of their health budgets on NCDs. The G20 can accelerate progress toward greater investment in NCDs through the following actions:

Establish a robust multiyear agenda through the Health Working Group to ensure prioritisation of and sustainable investment in NCD prevention and care at the global and national level: The multiyear agenda would enable the G20 to signal to all countries the need to prioritise NCDs, establish timebound targets through national policies and operational plans, and secure funding to implement those plans. As the world begins to look beyond the COVID-19 pandemic, the G20 is uniquely positioned to call attention to and drive such leadership on the silent crisis of NCDs. The Indian Presidency can work with the G20 Troika to establish a robust multi-year agenda through the Health Working Group which can commence activities during the incoming Brazilian Presidency.

Accelerate investment in NCDs by promoting and enabling sustainable, diversified financing models through the G20 Joint Health & Finance Task Force (JHFTF) and the Sustainable Finance Working Group (SFWG): The G20 plays an important role in identifying emerging health and economic threats and initiating constructive policy dialogue and action across ministries of health, finance, and other sectors to avert and mitigate risks. Such leadership is critical to address the burgeoning NCD crisis. Building on their notable leadership on COVID-19 recovery, the Pandemic Fund, and climate finance, we call upon the Italian and Indonesian co-chairs of the JHFTF, SFWG, and participating international institutions to promote and enable improved investment in NCDs by:
• establishing metrics that track health investments and demonstrate the full return on that investment to help sustain and increase funding;

• promoting best practices in traditional underutilised fiscal policies and models for improving domestic resource mobilisation for NCDs; and

• enabling experimentation with diverse and innovative financing models, including impact investing that leverage public and private sector resources and partnerships for NCDs.

We applaud the G20 SFWG for prioritising financing for other SDGs, including impact investing for health. Mirroring the work of the SFWG on climate financing, including raising awareness of different climate financing models, removing policy barriers for innovative climate financing models, and enhancing the role of multilateral development banks and private investors in financing climate efforts, will be invaluable in harnessing a currently fragmented NCD investment landscape.

Further, there are unique opportunities under the Indian Presidency to leverage digital technology for health, including under the T20’s Task Force on Digital Public Infrastructure. The work of this Task Force can support the SDGs, including SDG 3.4 and 3.8 by leveraging digital data to help track investments in health across disease areas, including NCDs, with the goal of evaluating comprehensive return on investment.
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